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national and international activities, and remain closely connected to both sci

ence and industry. 
The implications of the major goal of creating a "networked society" -

both nationally and extended internationally - should be explicitly recognized 
in all areas of public policy. Special decisions will probably be required in order 
to promote "open systems" in government informatization programmes. 

Greater attention will need to be paid to the implications of public purchases 
at national and local levels. The public purchases system should be established 
on a basis that fosters technological creativity as much as economy of resources. 
All sectors of government activity should, in particular, be invited to explicit and 
articulate their technological requirements. The overall requirement of "vintage 
compatibility"' (between different generations of technologies) will be especially 
important in connection with the development of social infrastructures (in urban 
as well as in rural areas): initial investments, even when modest, should be 
designed not to preclude subsequent additions of, and integration with, more 
modern and extensive components. A basic principle to be strictly adhered to 

would thus be to always "leave future options open". 
All these decisions will usually involve substantial contracts with suppliers 

and constructors. It should be remembered that contracts allocated competitively 
(on the basis of a "bids and proposals" procurement system) have a positive 
effect on innovation capacities. While non-competitive procedures for the alloca

tion of public contracts usually do not. 
Beyond the large but still limited area covered by public purchases, all 

industrial societies need to increase deliberate efforts to generate more diversi
fied demands for the application of new technologies in industry and services. 
Various incentives and technical assistance schemes will be needed for this pur-

pose. 
Finally, adequate resources need to be specifically allocated to the pursuit of 

international efforts, as natural extensions of national activities in science and 
technology. Careful consideration, however, needs to be given to the procedures 

and mechanisms most appropriate to maximize returns. 
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United States science. and technology policy: 
the ~ffects of a changmg international 
enVIronment 

Eugene B. Skolnikoff* 

1. General setting 

Political and economic changes 

The ~omentous changes on the international scene in recent years form 
. the. e.ssentJaI background for an assessment of the science and technolo 
pohcles of the United States: what they are and what they are likel ~y 
~c.o~es Largely as a result of evolving international relationships y th~ 
~t~ :ates, wi~ by far the largest expenditures of any nation on res;arch 

an eve opme~t; IS no~ e~gaged in a major reexamination of its ·science and 
tec?nology pohcles, with hkely substantial effects on relations between the 
U.mted States and other nations, and particularly with the developing coun 
tries of the South. -

th ~hl~ ~st obvious political change on the international scene is the end of 
e.? ar that has greatly reduced the rationale for what has been the 

maJonty of research and development (R&D) funding by the United States 
government (defense takes some 60 per cent of the federal R&D support in the 
current 1?93 fiscal year), and for about 30-40 per cent of all funding private 
and P?bhc, devoted to R&D (total public and private resources de~oted to 
R&D m FY 1993 are estimated to be about US$150 billl'on) 1 Th d . . th hI' . . e re uctlon m 

e overw e mmg secunty threat comes at a time that has seen . 
increase in th I If' . a major . e ev~ 0 IDternatlOnal economic competition the United States 
~aces, p~rlicularly m technology-related fields. The once dominant American 
IDternatlOnal trade position has given way to negative trade balances, even in 

... Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
1 Statistics on R&D expenditures are not wholl a adequate order-of-magnitude estimates The ~ ccurate, nor up-t~-date. However, they do provide 
nomic Cooperation and Development) reports ~~~~~d cu:e f;nd~~ OECD (Organization for Eco
DEeD in figures: supplement to the OEeD Db NR ;~6 e CD Observer, for example in 
enee Foundation (NSF) documents such as lnt se",~r; I .' June/July 1992, and in National Sci
'" h' • ematrolIa scrence and technoloo dar, da 1991 
yyas tn.gton, D.C.; NSF. 1991. (Special Report NSF 91-309.) oY a up te: . 
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high-technology products which had been considered the hallmarks of United 

States comparative advantage.
2 

The reduced security concern and the rise of economic competition have 
markedly altered the climate for S&T policies. The overt demand for economic 
returns for investment in science and technology is rapidly growing, while the 
funding for defense-related R&D, though not likely to fall precipitously, will cer
tainly be a smaller portion of the total and will increasingly be related to eco
nomic as well as security purposes. New programs directly related to economic 
goals will be added, and existing programs will be recast or expanded to empha
size economic objectives. The election of an enthusiastic neW administration 
committed to a greater government role in the economy will amplify this shift 

(these matters will be revisited below in detail). 
Other developments in the economic situation have necessarily also had sig

nificant effects on American S&T policies. The worldwide recession of the late 
eighties and early nineties and the enormoUS growth of annual budget deficits and 
accompanying increase in the national debt constrained the scale and nature of 
government funding for R&D, though not as much as might have been expected; 
gross resources devoted to R&D outstripped inflation steadily until the current 
fiscal year (according to President Bush's budget, which will be modified later 

this Spring by President Clinton). 
The rise of regional trading blocs, first in Western Europe, and now slowly 

in the Western Hemisphere also may over time alter the context in which policies 
for S&T are considered. The European Community has organized a wide array of 
cooperative R&D projects among its members, at times with exclusion of partici
pants from outside the Community. If that pattern continued, and Nafta (with a 
possible extension to the whole Western Hemisphere) materialized, it is possible 
that R&D policies in general would become more focused on regional economic, 
trade and cooperation opportunities. Failure of the Uruguay Round of trade nego
tiations would carry the danger of unleashing protectionist forces that would 
make this retreat to regionalism more likely to come about. 

Working in the opposite direction is the unprecedented degree of interna
tional integration of national societies that has become one of the defining char
acteristics of today's world. It is particularly relevant in economic matters, but is 
evident in essentially all facets of modern life, including social, cultural, techno
logical and environmental dimensions. Whether it be called integration or inter
dependence, the phenomenon is well recognized by governments, by analysts 
and by the public at large. Science, always considered by its practitioners to be an 
international endeavor, nonetheless also is affected in innumerable ways by this 

new level of inescapable interaction among States. 

2 DEeD ill figures. pp. 56-7. 
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. Co~flicting views of the future can be drawn from thi . . 
mtegraUon that is characteristic of the world s e Wi II. s steadily more mtense . fth . c ne. I It mean the ult· te 
slon 0 e naUon-state accompanied b th· f Ima ero-y e nse 0 non-state instituti ( 
mental and non-governmental) with enhanced authori and r o~s. ~overn
conversely, will an aggressive nationalism devel p ~ esponslblhty? Or, 
rivalries and emphasis on achievement of t. 0 1 ,WI a return to hegemonic 

I
na IOna , as opposed to intern ti I 

goa s perhaps organized in a regional structure? Or some c b.. a ona, . . ., om mauon of both? 

ThIS IS not the place to attempt to forecast which view ~ornbination, is the one more likely to materialize and h' oJ ;hether s?m.e 
Important to observe not 'th d' ,wen. owever, It IS 

gration, that science ~nd :~h~~:gymg drat.maticalblY intensified international inte-
th . con !Due to e supported through 

at IS prima~ly national, that the motivations for the support provid : rocess 
emments are mtended to serve the objectives of the State e y gov
the motivations for p.ivate-sector support also are oriented :n~ that by and large 
State since the fortunes f fi. 0 e purposes of the 

i~ldubstfY' are dependent :n :~~~:~~~e~;:;~~~fn~~;i~! ~~~~a!Oeynalizati~n of 
n y ased. are pnma-

nolo Thus, the ~nderly~ng fact is that the resources allocated for science and tech 
. gy.- pubhc or pnvate - are still dominantly national in • -

;:~:!I:~t:~~~!:e~\~>;::.~~s:~ :tni~ ::I~~:t~a:~~ ~~t~::e n~~::t~~:~s~~~~~ 
Developments stemming from scientific and technological change 

th Th~ fact tha~ inte~ational political and economic developments influence 
e envIronment 10 whIch S&T policies must be considered is self-ev·d 

~:,:~edev~~:p:~o~nitio~ that ~e~hnOIOgical change influences politiC:1 =~~ ~':. 
c I h n - IS as 0 VIOUS, but the nature of the effects of technologi 
ti~n~ ;?;e are usually considered explicitly only in specific subjects or situa~ 
dese~e b~:f ;::S:~:~i::.nt~r:; ~~:rvat.ions abou~ those effects, however, that 

~~;nflu~nce continued ~r.ogress in :~i~~::~:~t te:~~:I:~o :~I;~~~;i~~~:: 
includ:~he °f:I;:~~~;~ SOCIal and economic policies. In summary form, they 

3 The relationship of science and tech nolo to h . . hav~ a great deal to do with which future i~tkelt ~oe;olutlOn of.the tn.tern~tional poJi~ica1 system will 
elUSIve trans/onnation: science, tedmolo a~ th merge. !hIS sU~Ject IS explored In my book: The 
NJ.~ Princeton University Press, 1993. Se~also Za:i. e;olutlOn 0/ mlematio'}Ol p.olitics. Princeton, 
phahan temple: implications for international orde ~ , Mark W. The decaymg plliars of the West
'piel, Emst-Otto (eds.). Governance without r an governance. In: Rosenau. James N. & Czem
Cambridge. Cambridge University Press. 1992. government: order and change in world politics. 
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Broader opportunities, choice and flexibility 

. . T . ffer a wider range of options for gov-
A key effect of advances .m S& I~ to 0 al As one important result, R&D 

emments and industry to achIeve spedcI~c gOof St~chnOIOgieS that will modify or 
. . I be targeted on the eSlgn . 

can mcreasmg y '" f al economic relationshIps (e.g. natu-undermine the basis for eXIstmg mterna Ion 
ral resources dependencies). 

Growing internationalization and globalization 

. ands capabilities of size, distance, and 
As technology IS develope~ that e~p I' 'ts reach either because it must . . gly mtematIOna 10 1 , 

power, it becomes mcreaslO . ( systems) or because its effects 
be deployed in an ~nternat~onal ~ettmg e.g. s~~:ic weapo~s or communications 
have unavoidable mtematlO;,a~ Im~act ~e!a~e dictate international deployment 
technology), or because ef IClencl~s o. ternational effects also result from the 
(e.g. information ne.tworks). Growmg :all decisions about uses of technology 
cumulative externalIties of co~ntle~~ :nd national borders, and increasingly to 
that cause consequences reachmg y. . umber of global-scale issues, 

. Th ence of an mcreasmg n . 
the planet Itself. e emerg . f h e layer both stemmmg from 

. destructIOn 0 t e ozon , 
such as globa~ warmmg ord fal technologies, are obvious examples. effluents of wIdely used an essen I 

Increased need for international cooperation in R&D 

. ach of technology and its effects, along 
A concomitant of the expandmg re h 's the increased requirement 

. f uipment and researc ,1 . 
with the hIgher costs 0 eq d f R&D Research costs mcreas-. . the con uct 0 . 
for international cooperatIOn In I h can manage alone; interna-

. h f n even wea t y ones, 
ingly are higher t an ,na 10 s',. coo eration to understand causes and 
tional problems reqUIre multmatl~nal t p of mitigation technologies often 
ameliorative measures; and deve op~en tence beyond what one nation 
require bringing to bear resources an compe 
can do alone. 

Inertia of large technological systems 

d it becomes possible and efficient, 
As capabilities of technology. ex~an, d'l larger systems that are now r k technologIes m stea I y 

often necessary, to m. 0 the systems are in place, however, the 
increasingly international m .scope. d nee d e flexibility since change can only 
sunk costs and fixed install,.tlOns tenTht~ r~o:~1 energy system, now so wedded to 
come slowly and at substantl.al cost. . ~ massive system with major environ
fossil fuels, provides an apt Illustlrattodn 0 Iya gradually over many years. 
mental implications that can be a tere on 
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Interlocking of societies and of economies 

The result of expanding technological systems and internationalization of 
technology is to increase transnational interactions and to make economically 
attractive the development of multinational institutions, both serving to integrate 
national economies and SOCieties. This is one of the most widely-remarked inter
national consequences of technological change, commonly called interdepen_ 
dence. Examples are endless, as is the rhetoric. 

Alteration of factor endowments 

Technological change, occurring both in new systems and in the eVOlution 
of existing technologies, means that the factor inputs that determine, inter 
alia, the costs of manufacturing processes, or the demand for raw materials 
and energy, will be correspondingly changing. Indeed, one of the characteris_ 
tics of continued teChnological development is to bring down, often dramati
cally, the costs of the inputs required for a particular function, as R&D leads to 
expanded output per unit of input. Technological advance that alters factor 
costs is not a new phenomenon, but the continuousness and breadth of change 
in technology introduces a fluidity to factor costs, and hence factor endow
ments, that in turn means rapid and continuing change in the economic poten
tial of States and in their comparative advantage in the international trading system. 

Diffusion of physical power and capability 

The certain spread of knowledge and capability to package physical power 
in small volumes, with large yields, able to be delivered with high accuracy at a 
distance, at low effective cost, represents a development that makes all but inevi
table the diffusion of physical power to nations, to insurgents, to groups, or even 
to individuals. Physical power need not only imply military applications: the 
ability of nations or corporations or rogue groups to perform (or misperform) 
actiVities on a scale that has direct effects on other nations, or on global condi
tions, is also growing. Deforestation of tropical rain forests, continued operation 
of poorly deSigned and maintained nuclear power plants, introduction of com
puter viruses that can be written by a single programmer and can lead to malfunc
tion of large international systems, or the plans (now suspended) for reversing the 
flow of Arctic rivers in the Soviet Union, all illustrate the phenomenon. 

Increased science-dependence of technology 

The closer relation between the basic research laboratory and the commer
cial marketplace (in SOme fields) means, among other implications, that the 
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f fundamental research have greater signifi-
health of science and the results °d . c competitiveness of nations than at 
cance for technological progress an econOIDl 
any time in the past. 

Increased complexity and uncertainty . 
. s increased sophistication of SCIence and 

Synergisms among technolo~e., . R&D processes mean that technologi-
technology, and inevitable uncertamue~ 10 rtain to be of growing complex-
cal outcomes and their societal interactIons are .ce d '1 
ity and to continue to be impossible to foresee 10 etal. 

Discovering problems and causes . . 
not be foreseeable in detail but, Ironl

Specific outcomes fr~m R&D ~ar . for probing complex issues, grow
cally, powerful neW analylIcal metho 0 °fe~o forecast future conditions, and 
ing ability to construct complex mode s t d computation will create their 

. hI' es for measuremen an . fi d 
improvement 10 tec no OgI of th e capabilities will result m 10 -

bI' I' Y The use es . 
own problems for pu IC .po IC . 't had, will increasingly challenge deslfable 
ing problems the world ~Id not know I f attempting to achieve those goals, 
goals by detailing undesIrable consequ~nces 0 res to deal with long-range phe
will raise the need for potentially cbost ~ mde~lsu II' fe and will complicate public 

h . Ily observa Ie In al y , . I 
nomena not yet p YSlca . h d t 'ls of which are accessIble on Y to 
issues with disturbing concluSIons, tee 31 

experts. 

Change made permanent . 
. . ' centu have institutionalized a capacIty 

Governments and mdustry 10 thIS thryt the future technological environ-
. d . ti n which guarantees a ... 

for contmue mnova ? 'Il ever be static. New capablhlIes, new 
ment and thus the sOCIal envIronment, WI n cted problems full-blown 

, .. d etitive balances, unexpe .' . f 
opportuUltles, altere comp . the structure of soclelIes and 0 
surprises will continue to leaa to changes 10 

issues, not least international affairs. 

Increased significance of science and technology . 
. . that the manifold interaclIons of 

Finally, it is worth recordmg th~ ~bVI~:~ have had the effect of increasing 
science and technology with ~he"ocI~ s:iet and in the policy processes con
their importance in the funclIon~ll. 0 s n/~echnolOgy have become part of 
cerned with their gove,:"ance.. clence t~ s only a minor part, sometimes of 
almost all issues of socIal affaIrs, s?m~filme t factors relevant to the making of 
central importance. They are now slgm !Can 
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policy in many areas of national interest, including particularly economic and 
foreign policy. 

All of these general effects of R&D are taking place in a world in which 
competence in science and technology is growing and diffusing on a worldwide 
basis. No longer is one nation, the United States, dominating S&T as it has since 
World War n. Notwithstanding its larger commilInent of resources for R&D, 
there is much greater equiValence of capability today, shared by many countries . 
The United States may have the broadest general competence, but it is no longer 
the case that leadership in any given field will be found in that country. This is 
particularly relevant as esoteric defense technologies lose their significance, and 
as commercial technologies have in general become more advanced than those 
developed in a military·context.4 

This new world situation has significant repercussions in economic affairs, 
especially in trade relationships, and puts a premium on viable national policies 
for S&T, for promotion of effective international transfer of technology and for 
measures to move knowledge rapidly and profitably from the laboratory to the 
commercial marketplace. It is to those that we now turn. 

2. Implications for S&T policies in the United States 

The recognition that economic growth and competition must now have a 
central position in the setting of S&T policies may be widespread, but that is a far 
cry from leading to agreement as to what those policies should be. In fact, the 
nature of the desired policies are controversial in most countries, not the least in 
the United States. 

There are many dimensions to these controversies, several of which bear 
directly on the question of how nations manage their scientific and technolog
ical enterprises in this new, interdependent, post-cold-war world. 

Economic returns to R&D 

One deceptively straightforward question relates to the economic 
returns to be expected from investment in R&D, and particularly from the 
resources committed to basic science. Presumably, if economic payoff is the 
intention, an economic return on investment should be anticipated, so that a 
reasonable cost-benefit analysis can be made and alternative expenditures 
compared. 

But, the return on inveSlInent in research is peculiarly difficult to measure, 
so that much of the claim of economic benefit is made through qualitative, rather 

4 Alic, John A. et a1. Beyond spinoff: military and commercial technology in a changing world. Bos
ton, Harvard Business School Press, 1992. p. 73. 
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than quantitative arguments.S Even if estimation of the return on investment is 
possible for overall R&D (the best attempts at evaluation indicate social rates of 
return in excess of 50 per cent), it is not possible in advance to quantify the eco
nomic payoff of specific research endeavors.6 

Thus, the very basis of support for R&D, when economic benefit is the pri
mary criterion, cannot be pinned down and is open to dispute. Even when there is 
rough agreement on the amount that should be invested by government, the spe
cific allocations among different fields, and among basic science, applied sci
ence, and development, are inevitably subject to personal judgment, bureaucratic 
competition, vagaries of the budgetary and policy processes, and lobbying from 
interested parties. Some nations formulate and implement their science policies 
in the face of these uncertainties with considerable aplomb and apparent clarity 
of view; others exhibit serious difficulties as they try to face an inherently com
plex situation with policy processes that discourage development of a coherent 
overall perspective. The United States is too often an exemplar of the latter. 

Notwithstanding this rather fundamental difficulty in determining the eco
nomically appropriate allocation of resources, the United States Government has 
continued to increase overall funds for R&D at least equal to or ahead of infla
tion, until this current 1993 fiscal year? Disagreements arise within the overall 
allocations, with "small" science in traditional fundamental fields of physics and 
chemistry suffering relative reductions, while big science spectaculars (space sta- . 
tion, superconducting supercollider, human genome) continue to grow.S And 
defense-related appropriations remain in excess of 60 per cent of the total federal 
R&D budget, only modestly reflecting in President Bush's budget proposal the 
changed security threat. 

S An excellent detailed summary of economic theory on the subject and of the primary writings and 
issues is given in A background review of the relationships between technological innovation and the 
economy: In: Technology, trade, and the U.S. economy. Washington, D.C .. National Academy of Sci~ 
eoces, 1978. pp. 18·48. (Report of a workshop held at Woods Hole, MA. Aug. 22-31, 1976.) An 
Office of Technology Assessment study: Research funding as an investment, Science Policy Study 
Background Report 0'2 12, House Committee on Science and Technology, 1986, summarizes the state 
of knowledge of the returns to R&D investment up to the time of publication. 

6 Mansfield, Edwin. Estimates of the social returns from research and development. In: Meredith, 
Margaret 0.; Nelson, Stephen D. & Teich, Albert H. (eds.). AAAS science and technology policy 
yearbook 1991. Committee on Science. Engineering. and Public Policy. Washington, D.C., American 
Association for the Advancement of Science, 1991. pp. 314-15. 

7 Marshall. Eliot & Hamilton. David P. R&D budget collides with the deficit. Sciellce. 258: 208-9, 
Oct. 9, 1992. Note that these allocations were decided in the last Congress; the Clinton administration 
will seek to change them; the new FY 1994 budget will be released April 5, 1993 though some ele
ments have already been publicly forecasr(see later in text). 

8 Ibid., p. 209. The Clinton administration has decided to continue both the space station and the 
superconducting supercollider. though with changes that are intended to reduce their costs in later 
years (Browne, Malcolm W. Clinton backs funds for science projects. New York TImes, Feb. 23. 
1993. p. C2). However, there is reason to believe these programs could prove to be vulnerable in the 
actual budget debates later this year. 
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The continued overall federal support for S&T . 
getary problems and uncertainty of eco' 10 the face of growing bUd-
&. nomIC return can b ttr'b ,actors. The most important is . I th . e a I uted to several 
during and after World War IT thas~msuppy rte, dee~ly-held conviction, estabiished 

II ' ,po ,or SCIence and tech I . 
tua y proVIde benefits that more than re at' '. no ogy WIll even-
SUmer marketplace or in public goods su Ph y heIr C?st, eIther 10 the private con-

I . C as supenor weapons . . 
ca care, or hIgher agriculture productivit Th . ,Improved medl
United States in the Cold m " y. e technologlCal strength of the 

"ar cOmpetitIOn and th t' h' 
consumer teChnOlogy that greatly enhanced the A':n as .oms 109 blossoming of 
seemed to demonstrate beyond question the validit ;ncan sta?dard of living, 
Reagan, in a rather perverted testimonial t th Y 0 the conVIctIOn. President 
any benefits asked of it, introduced the S:'t a.t s~nse that t~c~n.olo~y can bring 
envisioned a wholly unrealistic imperme bl ~gl~. efen~e Imllallve 10 1983 that 

Other more prosaic factors are also r: e ~er against baBistic missiles. 
support for S&T. Federal R&D ex e d' sponslble for the generally unwavering 
even though only 5 per cent of t~e ~e~~r~s :ndthe order now of US$75 billion, 
political support in the districts in which t~a fi u dget, have developed significant 
that upwards of 2/3 of government R&D fi e ;n. s are spent. In ad~ition, the fact 
fied on security grounds meant that h 11 un s 10 the postwar penod were justi
likely to have much success A d th c a enges to those expenditures were not 

. n, e nature of the budget . 
ments (powerful inertia to cont' ary process In govern-
I . lOue programs once they . I . 
arly vI.ruient characteristic of the United St are In p ace, a parhcu-

cult to mtroduce sudden change . ates budgetary process) makes it diffi-
s - espeCIally reduct" . . gory of expenditures. IOns - In any speCIfic cate-

From the general perspective of R&D 
might be expected in the future? Certainly th:e~o~rce allocatio~, what Changes 
R&D funding are likely to b ,c a enges to contmued growth of 

ecome more severe for se I 
much greater consciousness today of th .' vera reasons. One is the 
that result from unanticipated ext I~ .negallve effects of technological change 

. erna ltles and the m' d 
the SOCIetal changes that accompany th. d . lxe costs and benefits of 
pl~d with recent exposure of apparent ;t~:~ u~tIOn of ?e~ technolog~es. Cou
WIth regard to scientific norms of b h' aVlOr of SCIentIsts and UnIversities 
general public attitude is likely to be e avIO~ an? to the use of public funds, the 
R&D will bring. more s epllcal of the presumed benefits that 

The reduction in overall resources for d D . 
sure on R&D funding. The argument that def: ense WIll add to this negative pres
increased, as a hedge against the future whil ~se R&D shOUld be protected, even 
els are cut back may make exc II t e ardware purchases and troop Iev-

" e en sense but is tn I 
polItlCal terms. Almost certainly d ' ' I no ley to be successful in 

. . , e,ense-re ated R&D '11 b 
qUite lIkely Proportionally rather les th h WI e reduced, though 

On the other side of the coin t~ .an ot er aspects of the military effort. 
as enunciated by the incoming ad' ~ ~mpo~ance of economic goals, especially 
b · mInIstration wiJI St· 

udgets m R&D areas perceived t b I' erve 0 SUpport lOcreased 
o e re evant to those goals (as discussed 
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. t pressure to reduce the 
below). But thi~ will mea~, whatev~ :~~~:~:~;~g~:c~:: and Congress push for support for undIrected basIc researc 

. I 9 

the P~~:~:n~~~~t~~~:~c !~:d\t~:s~~:I~~ft~: ;~~S~i~ ~:; :r: ~~:~~i::~:: 
in industrial R&D .. Pr~s~mably f su ort of basic research in central research 
of the value to the lOdlVldual firm 0 pp . I '11 be flat or possi-

. . . &D ort in industry except pharmaceutIca s, WI 
facliItles, R supp '. d' c te a changed perspective on the 
bly fall in 1993.

10 
This devel~pme~te ~:~~~iCI r:search to the firm, and a general 

part of industry of the economIc va u f research only when the economic 
drift in the private sector .toward .~upp~rt ~arity At the moment, the possibility 
benefits can be forecast WIth Co~Sl er~ e c . ort of research is specu-

of a permanent change in in:u~tn:~:~I:~::~;~;.~~~~~P:r economic payoff as the 

~~:~n~~:~~~i~~ui~~~~ t~~ir:u:te ~n the United States for support of research. 

International competitiveness and R&D 

d . Ie the formula-The economic competitiveness issue that has co~e to ~:~:~ in the arena of 
tion of United State.s policies for the ~uPPo~h~ !~? ~; ;~:ygame may be contro
international trade lo goods and servICes. t f a liberal trading system has been 
versial and in flux, ~ut th? centr~1 concep ~ive advantage to export what it can 
that each trading natIOn WIll use Its c~rr:para rt p oducts and materials for which 
produce at lower cost ~han others an ~~po wor~ng properly, all nations benefit 
others have a comparatIve advantage. en 

from what should be a positive-sum game. lace in the underlying 
Perhaps the most significant change that has taklen Pd' tly to S&T is the 

. d' t and one that re ates "ec , 
principles of a iIberal tra 109 sys em, . dvantage In traditional economic 

. . h d t . ants of comparatIve a . 
evolutIOn 10 tee enmn. e are the relative endowments of a 
theory, the sources of compar~uv~ ad~;~t::sources agricultural land, labor, and 
nation in the factors of productIOn. nat h t many 'analysts would call competi-

. t"ve advantage Of W a . 
capItal. Now, compara I 'f h racten'stics that prominently lOciudes . r s 'n a broader set 0 ca .. 
tIve advantage, Ie I I . I' novatl'on to improve productIVIty. As ' c'ty for techno oglCa lo . ., 
an economy s capa 1 . . d t ge can be "created'" that IS, It IS a t" e r competItIve a van a '. 
a result, campara IV 0 d th ough its human skills, its orgamza-product of what an economy can pro uce r 

. 'lIe ders the National Science Board, and the Presi-
9 Heads of basic research agencies: CongresSlOn~ Ola in the previous administration all indicated 
dent's Council of Advisors on Sc~ence an~ Tec

t 
n "~t~~ the economy stupid", Science and Govern-movement in this direction (In sCience po ICY, 00 1 , 

ment Report, Jan. 15, 1993. pp, 5-6). AT 361' 5 6 Jan 7 1993 A quarter of 
' .. d trial R&D nature, . -, " . 

10 Swinbanks, David. Recess~on .gnps 10 us d " this article plan to cut R&D budgets; 36 per rmanent industrial compames 10 a survey reporte ~~. 
~nt said they would spend less on equipment and facilltles. 
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tion, and the competence and productivity of its Scientific and technological base. 
It stems, in other words, from national policy and corporate decisions, rather than 
from natural endowment.!1 Though not a wholly new idea _ some aspects of 
comparative advantage were always derived from a nation's ability to improve its 
human and capital resources - its emergence as a major factor does alter appre
ciably one of the standard measures of a nation's international status and posi
tion, and places a premium on the quality and effectiveness of domestic policies, 
including in particular its policies toward science and technology. 

Trade in high-technology products constitutes a growing share of the trade 
in manufactured goods: from 1966-86, technology-intensive goods grew from 14 
to 22 per cent of world manufactured exports, reaching 42 per cent of United 
States manufactured exports and more than 33 per cent of Japan's in 1987.12 In 
1988, Japan and Germany had significant favorable high-technology trade bal
ances, while the United States had slipped to a negative balance (exports/imports 
of 86 per cent).13 The United States position improved somewhat by 1990, 
though it is not clear whether this will be a continuing trend. 14 

The result is that the competitive position in high technology of industrial
ized countries has changed greatly from what it was in the sixties. United States 
technological leadership has been challenged by Japan as the latter has become a 
major exporter of high technology products, reaping substantial economic gains 
in the process. Europe has yet to alter its position appreciably, or to show what its 
capabilities may be, particularly in the post-1992 market. The United States 
remains the overall technological leader, but has been overtaken in many eco
nomically-important technological areas. 

This new competitive situation has led to considerable soul-searching in the 
United States (as in other nations) as it seeks to find the appropriate policies to 
improve its technological performance, and hence its competitive advantage. A 
major difficulty is that though the importance of imprOVing the technological 
position may be clear, how to do it - especially in an ecovomy apparently losing 
its competitive edge - is not. Proposed measures are controversial because they 
involve political and economic interests that go far beyond technological matters 
alone. 

11 Porter, Michael E. The competitive advantage of nations. Harvard Business R~view, MarJApr. 
1990. p. 78: 7yson, Laura D'Andrea. Whos bashing whom? Trade conflict in high-technology indus_ 
tn·es. WaShington. D.C., Institute for International Economics, 1992. Chap. 2. 
12 Quoted in 7yson. Op. cit, chap. 2. 

13 DECO. OEeD infigures; supplement to the OEeD Observer,170; 56-7. June/July 1991. 

14 DECO. OEeD in figures: supplement to the OEeD Observer,176: 56-7, June/July 1992. Data for 
various high-technology industries. are given in: National Science Board. The competitive strength of 
U.S. industrial science and technology: strategic issues. Washington, D.C., National Science Foundation, 1992. NSB-92-138. 
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The debate in the United States has tended to focus on the extent to which 
the government should intervene in the economy, and in particular whether it 
should select commercially-important technological fields for special support. 
The issue is usually couched in the context of "industrial policy", with strident 
views that touch on deeply-held ideological, economic or political convictions. IS 
Some would support the general position that government should not intervene 
directly in industry, but should help in creating the essential education and com
petitive home environment that will spawn creative, innovative companies.16 In 
this view, companies are basically national in orientation, whatever the level of 
their international activities and ties, and are crucially dependent on their home 
environment and particularly on the internal vigor and competitiveness of that 
environment. Others call for an industrial policy that would involve varying 
degrees of intervention in the economy, adopting special measures targeted to 
improve the technological performance of economically-significant· high-tech
nology industriesP 

Proponents of what has come to be called strategic trade theory argue that 
there are "strategic" sectors in an economy, high technology being a prominent 
example, that receive a higher return to investment or generate social benefits for 
a society that are not reflected in the prices paid to producers. Thus, contrary to 
the traditional assumption of free-market economists that market prices are the 
sole appropriate guide to the allocation of resources, the positive externalities of 
those strategic sectors for society as a whole would justify biases in government 
policy in their favor. Paul Krugman sums up the argument with regard to high
technology industry: 

"Because of the important roles now being given to economies of scale, 
advantages of experience. and innovation as explanations of trading patterns, it 
seems more likely that rent will not be fully competed away - that is, that labor 
or capital will sometimes earn·significantly higher returns in some industries than 
others. Because of the increased role of technological competition, it has become 
more plausible to argue that certain sectors yield important external economies, 
so producers are not in fact paid the full social value of their production. 

What all this means is that the extreme pro-free-trade position - that mar
kets work so well that they cann9t be improved on - has become untenable. In 

IS Even the relatively interventionist Clinton administmtion has avoided using the tenn "industrial 
. policy" (see later). 

16 Porter. Op. cit.: When the State picks winners. The Economist, Jan. 9.1993. pp. 13-14. 

17 Competitiveness Policy Council. Building a competitive America - First Annual Report to the 
President & Congress. Washington, .D.C., Competitive Policy Council, Mar. I, 1992; Johnson, 
Chalmers (ed.). Tlte industrial policy debate. San Ftancisco, Institute for Contempomry Studies 
Press, 1984; Adams, F. Gerard & Klein, lawrence R. (eds.). Industrial policies for growth and com
petitiveness. Lexington. MA, Lexington Books, 1983. 
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this sense the new approaches to international trade rov'de '. 
for a.turn ( ... ) toward a mOre activist trade poliCy."ISP I a potentml ratIOnale 

It may be reasonable to accept the idea of such trat . 
Krug th d s eglc sectors but as 

ma.n no~es. at oes not mean it is either easy or obvious how thos . 
can be Iden.tl~ed, or :vhat policies ought then to be fOllowed. Micha:l s;~~~: 
:g;es that I~ IS m~re Important in any Case for governments to foHow policies 

a . su~~ort mcentives, effort and competition in industry not subsidie 
tection. In fact, national governments have 'or long be' 'd' s or pro-. r' " en proVI 109 explic't 
Imp !Clt support of one kind or the other for their high-technology indust' I o~ 
contmue to do so. Whether it be direct government intervention in Japan n:s: a;;. 
;~~~:::ort through defense R&D in the United States, governments h~v: ~:e~ 

. It is worth noting that, alone among advanced technological nations the 
Umted Sta~es has ~een unwilling to adopt comprehensive industrial policies ~ntil 
now. NotWithstanding the extensive support in the United States for basic science 
and for large-s~ale R&D to serve the pUblic objectives of defense, space, a ricul
ture, and pubhc health, the United States government has not been Will~ t 
m~ke .a substantial commitment to use public funds to advance commercia;~:ch~ 
n? og~es, though even the Bush administration had been quietly moving in that 
~r~ct~o~. Other advanced mdustrial nations that are the chief competitors of the 

mte tates, n~tably Japan and Germany, have been quite willing to embrace 
com,?erclally-onented S&T policies, providing support for development of com
~e~clal te~hnology, for the diffusion of technology, and for strengthening indus

Ia capacity to absorb technological information. 

The United States policy response to date 

The '" h OppOSItIOn In t e United States to comprehensive "industrial" policies 
~:: ~~e:eant that there hav~ been no policy innovations relevant to technologi
. pm~n~ for economic purposes. Various programs have been intrOduced 
10 many admlOlstratlOns, and for long the commitments to d C d 
R&D w db' e,ense an space 
M

ere assume to e Significant contributors to commercial technologies 20 
ore attentIOn has been given to technology p r . . . 

C rt d" . . 0 ICY 10 recent years, WIth the 
a er a mlOlstratlOn .~n~odu:ing several important policy departures, and the 

~eagan and Bush admlOlstratlOns, both ideologically opposed to intervention in 
e marketplace, also adding significant new measures. Some of the latter 

the result of Congressional action, some were launched slowly and relucta:~~ 

18 Krugman. Strategic trade policy. p. 15. 
19 Porter. Op. cit. p. 30. 

20 Whatever the value of "spinoff' in the as!:, th . 
longer a substitute for civilian cOmmitme~ts to ;r;~s(nAoI~ g]enheral acceptance ~f the view that it is no 

IC, 0 n A. et al. Op. Clt.). 
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some are the product of legislation only in 1992, but the cupboard resulting from 
the last decade is not bare. These new policies put in place since 1980 deserve 
mention, for many of the Clinton administration proposals build o~ those legisla
tive and program innovations, and form the legal and programmatic base actually 
in place at the time of writing. A sampling of these policies include: 

I. Programs were instituted to endeavor to make the competence of the National 
Laboratories relevant to the civilian marketplace. There are 726 of these labora
tories that receive roughly 1/4 if the total United States R&D budget (some 
US$22 billion in FY 1991), the largest being the atomic energy weapons labora
toies now in the Department of Energy, the laboratories of the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration, the in-house facilities of the Nati~~al Insti
tutes of Health, and a variety of large Defense Department laboratones. By I~g
islation in 1986, extended in 1989 to include contractor-operated laboratones, 
provision was made for cooperative agreements between them and industry for 
joint development of promising technologies developed in the laboratories that 
might be suitable for commercial exploitation.22 These agreements, dubbed Cra
das, have begun to be implemented, and are growing rapidly in number (an exact 
count is not available, but they now number in the thousands). 

2. Changes in patent policy were legislated in 1980 and 1984 to allow non-profit 
institutions, including the universities, to take title to patents derived from gov
ernment-sponsored research.23 By allowing ownership of patents, it was hoped 
that those institutions would have greater financial incentives to license the pat
ents for productive use. This policy appears to be succeeding in stimulating 
greater patent and licensing activity, at least in some institutions.24 

3. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (Nist, fonnerly the 
National Bureau of Standards) in the Department of Commerce was authorized in 
1988 to launch several new activities: an Advanced Technology Program (ATP) 
to provide public funds in response to industrial proposals to develop technologi
cal ideas to the pre-competitive stage; "industrial extension" programs, modelled 
after agriculture extension stations; and manufacturing technology c.ente~s .to spur 
attention to this neglected subject in United States industry and umvefSltles. All 
of these are presently small in size, but capable of growth; NisI's overall budget 

21 Council on Competitiveness. Industry as a customer oj the federal laboratories. Washington, D.C. 
(no date). 

22 Alic. John A. et al. Op. cit. pp. 79-80. 

23 Bayh-Dole Patent and Tmdemark Laws (PL 96-517). 

24 Skolnikoff. Eugene et al. The international relationships of MIT in a technologically-competitive 
.world. Faculty Study Group. MIT, Cambridge. MA. May 1. 1991. 
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was increased 55 per cent in the last Congress to US$384 million.25 The CI' 
d .. . . d . mton 

a mmIstratlOn mten s to buIld heavily on Nist, as is detailed in the next section. 

4 .. Antitrust legislation was modified to make possible industrial R&D consortia 
wIthout fear of prosecution and threat of punitive damage awards. The result has 
been the. growth of m~ny industry programs of cooperation on generic or pre
competItive technologIes - over 100 such consortia by 1992.26 In addition, the 
Department of Defense has provided US$100 million per year, the other half of a 
US$200 million budget coming from industry, for the largest of these _ Semat
ech - which is concerned with advancing the manufacturing process for semi
conductors.27 Sematech is generally considered to be successful (though the 
basis for that judgment is not clear); the others are too new to know the results. 

5. The National Science Foundation (NSF) has instituted several programs, such 
a~ the creatIOn of manufacturing research centers at universities, designed to 
s~l!~1Ulate scholarly r~search on manUfacturing processes and to assist industry in 
glVl.ng greater. att~nlI~n to that phase of commercialization of technology. In 
addItIOn, NSF IS SInglIng out four fields of "strategic" research for special R&D 
s~pport: manufacturing, advanced materials and processing, biotechnology, and 
hIgh-performance computing and oommunications.28 These latter programs cre
ate some controversy in the scientific community since they compete within NSF 
for funds that might otherwise go for basic research. 

6. The concern about so-called critical technologies has led the Congress, with 
reluctant agreement of the Bush ~dministration, to establish a Critical Technol
ogies In~titute (CTI) to report to the Office of Science and Technology Policy 
(OSTP) In the White House with funding from NSF. 29 The actual role of CTI is 
not. clear, exc~pt that it i~ Supposed to identify those essential technologies in 
whIch the Umted States IS weak, and propose measures to improve the situa
tion. More likely, it will be used as an analytical staff arm by OSTP. The Rand 
Corporation has been awarded the contract to establish the CTI, which if it lasts 

2S Nist; Firin~ ~p u.s. indust.ry. Science. 259: 19. Jan. I, 1993; Teclmology alld economic perfor~ 
mance: orgamzmg the executIve branch for a stronger national tec/m%gica/ base. A report of the 
Carnegie Commission on Science, Technology, and Government. New York, Carnegie Commission 
Sept. 1991. • 

26 Scha~ht, Wendy. ~ooperati\'e R&D: federal efforts to promote illdustrial competitiveness. CRS 
Issue Bnef, CongressIOnal Research Service, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C .. Sept. 24, 1990. 

27 General Accounting Office. Federal research: Sematech's technological progress and proposed 
R&D program. GAOIRCED-92-223BR, Washington. D.C., July 1992. 

28 Anderson, Christopher. Strategic research wins the day. Science, 259: 21, Jan. I, 1993. 

29 Th,e Critical Tech~?logies Institute. Informing technology policy for the twenty-first century. 
Washington, D.C,. Cntlcal Technologies Institute, Feb. 1993, 
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will become a novel "think-tank" arrangement at the level of the Presidency. 
There are many reasons to believe such an arrangement at the pinnacle of gov
ernment is politically precarious and will not survive over the long term. 

7. In the Defense Department there are several existing and new programs related to 
economic objectives. The most prominent of the existing programs is embodied in 
Darpa (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency), a widely acclaimed advanced 
technology-development agency. Opemting with a US$1.4 billion budget, it has been 
responsible for spurring the development of technologies important for defense that 
also had important commercial impact; computers are the most notable example. 
Limited to subjects with military interest, Darpa has in recent years consciously 
worked on technologies with "dual-use" character. Its success has led to proposals 
either to broaden its charter to include development of commercial technologies, or to 
copy it in a new civilian-oriented agency outside the Defense Department. 

More recent programs in the Defense Department cover a wide gamut. The 
1993 Authorization and Appropriations bills, for example, include the following: 

_ Establishment of regional (in the United States) technology alliances to promote 
application of dual-use technologies in which there are regional clusters of strength. 

_ Provision for defense manufacturing extension programs to support existing 
manufacturing extension programs on a cost-shared basis. 

_ Establishment of a program to assist defense-dependent companies to acquire 
commercial-oriented capabilities. a major goal in the conversion from defense to 
commercially-oriented industrY. 

_ Development of dual-use critical technology partnerships with industry to be 
administered by Darpa. 

_ Encouragement of commercial-military partnerships to foster development of 
commercial technologies likely to be needed in the future by the military. 

_ Establishment of advanced manufacturing partnerships with industrY to improve 
manufacturing technology. 

_ Provision of assistance to universities, in cooperation with NSF, to develop 
manufacturing education programs.30 

30 Senator Jeff Bingaman, chairman, Subcommittee on Defense Industry and Technology Committee 
on Armed Services, Press Release, Oct. 8, 1992. 
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All of these and some related programs amount to a shift of some US$1.4 
billion of defense R&D funding toward programs designed to transfer defense
oriented capabilities to the commercial marketplace. The majority are new efforts 
that will require implementation by the incoming administration. 

Policy changes proposed by the Clinton administration 

On February 22, 1993, President Clinton announced the substance of his 
proposals for a new technology pOlicy.3! They are comprehensive in nature, but 
short on details or, in some cases, on budgetary implications. It is likely that most 
of the proposals will be enacted in some form, especially since many involve 
expansion of activities already in place. Caution is necessary, however, for the 
programs will be debated in a politicized climate that could substantially alter 
budgetary totals and the specifics of programs. In fact, the political dynamics are 
so askew that a kind of reverse feeding frenzy has developed as Congressional 
committees compete to outdo the president in spending reductions.32 These cuts 
will be reexamined when the budget details are considered later in the session, 
but if larger cuts are voted, they will inevitably reduce the size of the new pro
grams proposed by the president. 

Several general comments need to be made, aside from the nature of the 
political and budgetary process this year. The first is that technology policies will 
inevitably be subsumed under broader economic policy interests and results. For 
example, the export performance of the United States economy, especially vis-a
vis Japan, will directly affect the scale of resources devoted to technology pro
grams, the steps taken to shield technological industries from foreign competi
tion, and the attitudes toward sharing of information with foreign corporations. In 
addition, non-technological economic developments such as the movement of 
long-term interest rates will "be a key determinant of the actual scale of technol
ogy policies that are seen to be required, and the extent to which those policies 
depart from past assumptions about the role of government. 

Second, the Clinton administration in proposing these policies appears to 
be generally intent not only to reverse the long-standing laissez-faire view of 
government's role in the economy, but also to repair the traditional adversarial 
relations between business and government that have been so costly to the 
United States in international economic competition. The rhetoric of the pro
posals makes clear that the administration believes government has an impor-

31 President William J. Clinton and Vice-president" Albert Gore, Jr. Technology for America's eco
nomic growth: a new direction to build economic strength. White House Press Release. Feb. 22. 
1993. The specific material that follows is drawn from this document, except when noted. 

32 Wines, Michael. Clinton bows to political inevitability. trimming $55 billion more spending. New 
York Times, Mar. 9. 1993. p. A15. 
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tant role, but it is a role in partnership with industry, and industry must take 
the lead in selecting which are the important technologies. How this rhetoric 
will be carried out in practice remains a question, though some of the impor
tant appointments (Robert Reich at Labor and Laura Tyson at The Council of 
Economic Advisors in particular) have a prior commitment to these general 
ideas. 

Third, there is a commitment to carrying out the technology policies on the 
basis of merit-based a1locatiori of resources with the intent to avoid, to the extent 
possible, the political distribution of spoils commonly referred to as pork barrel 
expenditures. There is considerable skepticism about whe.ther this will ultimately 
be possible in the American system in a time of recession, deficits, and the 
absence of a major security threat. The growth of Congressional "earmarking" in 
the distribution of funds for science facilities, is not an encouraging sign in this 
regard.33 

Fourth, an explicit commitment is made to basic science, "the foundation 
on which all technology policy is ultimately built". There is no doubt of the 
sincerity of this commitment but, as noted earlier, the pressures on the level of 
support for basic science may in fact inhibit fulfillment of the pledge over 
time. 

With these comments, the key elements of the Clinton proposals can be pre
sented. The proposed programs (only the highlights) will be grouped and summa
rized according to the administration's outline, and where relevant tied to exist
ing programs. 

Industry-government cooperation and support for commercial R&D 

- A commitment to reduce the defense portion of R&D funding to less than 50 
per cent of the total by 1998.· 

- Expansion of the Advanced Technology Program (ATP) of Nist in the Depart
ment of Commerce that provides funds for cooperative development of pre-com
petitive technology with industry. There would be a large expansion of the ATP 
budget, US$103 million added to the US$68 million in the current year, to 
US$758 million by 1997.34 Nist itself would go from US$381 million to 
US$1.37 billion by 1997, with the implication that Nist would become the chief 
civilian agency for implementation of technology policy.35 

33 Nonnan. Colin. Brown turns up the heat on pork. Science. 259: 117. Feb. 19. 1993. 
34 Budgets. except where noted, come from a Feb. 16, 1993 White House public release. 

3S Andrews, Edmund L. Clinton's technology plan would redirect billions from military research. 
New York l1mes, Feb. 24, 1993. p. A14. 
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- Rename and redirect Darpa to emphasize dual-use technology development. 
The new name would be Arpa, with the D (defense) dropped, though it would 
remain in the Defense Department. This is in contrast to campaign documents 
that called for a "civilian" Darpa. 

- Manufacturing R&D will be emphasized by all agencies. 

- National laboratory budgets in Departments of Defense and Energy and in 
Nasa will be examined with the goal of devoting 10-20 per cent, "where appro
priate", to technology-development partnerships with industry. Cradas - coop
erative agreements for development of commercial technology between the 
national labs and industrial firms - will be given greater support (US$47 million 
in the current year). It is too early to evaluate results of the existing Cradas, 
though there is justification for skepticism that the culture of the national labs 
will allow for substantial transfer of knowledge from them to the civilian sector 
or for much successful cooperation between the labs and industry.36 The threat of 
major budgetary cutbacks in the defense sector and the allocation of funds to be 
used only for cooperative purposes will act as powerful spurs, however. 

- The current NSF budget will be increased by US$207 million, representing·a 
14 per cent increase over FY 1992. More than half the increase will go to "strate
gic research" subjects previously chosen (advanced manufacturing, biotechnol
ogy, materials research, computing and communications, and global change 
research).37 

- New programs to improve productivity of energy use in industry, transporta
tion and buildings, along with renewable energy emphasis, to be mounted by the 
Department of Energy. 

- Technology policy machinery in the White House will be strengthened, particu
larly OSTP and the Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering, and 
Technology (FCCSET). The Council is chaired by the president's science advisor. 

Commercialization 

- Encouragement of regional technology alliances to emphasize regional clus
ters of strength. This idea apparently stems from t1ie work of Harvard Professor 

36 Andrews, Edmund L: Swords to plowshares: the bureaucratic snags. New York Times, Feb. 16, 
1993. p. DI. 
37 Browne. Clinton backs funds for science projects. New York Thnes. Feb. 23. 1993. p. C2. 
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Michael Porter who has argued that clusters of industries and universities able to 
interact on a face-to-face basis are more important for competitive strength than 
the globalization that presumably bad eliminated the importance of geography in 
the conduct of business.38 

- Encouragement of "agile manufacturing" programs that allow complementary 
firms to work together in temporary programs to exploit fast-changing market 
opportunities. 

Access and use 

- Support for a national network of manufacturing extension centers. 

- Other efforts to spread knowledge and training about manufacturing processes 
and management. 

Business and investment environment 

- Make permanent the research and experimentation tax credit, which is 
intended to encourage increased industrial funding of R&D. 

- Extend antitrust modifications to allow joint production, not just joint research 
consortia among firms. 

- Ensure that trade policy strengthens high-technology industrY, specifically 
that industrY have full access to overseas markets and effective protection of 
intellectual property rights (IPR). This is likely to be one of the more contentious 
issues over the coming years. 

- In general, improve the financial environment to encourage increases in avail
ability of capital, long-term investment, and investment in equipment. 

- Examine regulatory policy to minimize cost and encourage investment. 

Education and training 

- A variety of programs to improve the teaching of mathematics, science and 
engineering at all levels. . 

38 Morgan, Dan. Think locally, win globally. Washington Post. Mar. 5, 1993. p. Hl. 
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- Promotion. of manufacturing education. 

- Establish software and communications standards for education and training. 

Information highways 

- Increased R&D on supercomputers, faster computer networks, and more 
sophisticated software, with equipment to be built by the private sector. 

- Promote information infrastructure efforts by industry. 

- Increase dissemination of federal information. 

Transportation and other infrastructure 

- Investments in highway and transportation systems (3 "new generation of 
automobiles"), R&D on civil aviation technologies, prototype maglev and high
speed rail systems, and smart highways R&D. 

Basic science. mathematics and engineering 

- The goal is specified as "world leadership", with commitments for continued 
strong support of basic research in universities and national laboratories, and sup
port for space science (working with foreign partners) and for environmental 
research. 

These represent the highlights of the programs presently announced, though 
others could appear. For example, there have been proposals to attempt to avoid 
what is seen by many as the major stumbling block to successful policies - the ' 
vulnerability of new spending programs to a pork barrel approach in the Con
gress. One of the more innovative proposals, mentioned with interest in another 
forum by the president, is for the creation of a quasi-public entity, a "Civilian 
Technology Corporation", that would receive a one-time appropriation of US$5 
billion. It would fund projects in cooperation with industry, as in the ATP of Nist, 
but would (it is argued) be able to be insulated more successfully from parochial 
political pressures.39 

39 The proposal was produced by a panel of the National Academy of Sciences, Nation~ Academy of 
Engineering, and Institute of Medicine, chaired by Harold Brown (Brown, Harold & Wilson, John. A 
new mechanism to fund R&D. Issues in Science and Technology, Winter 1992/93. pp. 36-41). 
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Vice-president Gore has been given primary responsibility for implementa
tion, with OSTP in that capacity effectively reporting to him Cthe science advi
sory role of OSTP, not completely separable and thus possibly leading to future 
problems, remains focused on the president). 

Some of the proposed initiatives do not have substantial pricetags; others 
. would be quite costly, and would therefore run up against the problem of increas
ing spending in the face of the pressure for deficit reduction. What will survive, 
in what form, and at what scale is presently far from determinable. The overall 
subject of technology policy to support America's competitive position, however, 
is sure to be at or near the front of the domestic and international agendas for 
much of this administration. 

General characteristics of recent an.d proposed policy initiatives 

The policies already in place and those proposed are and would be substan
tial innovations from the .past. Those initiated during the Bush administration 
would certainly not have been expected of a Republican administration at the 
beginning of the eighties, and the new proposals go much farther in spirit and 
resources. They reflect several general characteristics of considerable importance 
that deserve to be noted: 

I. Many of the programs are focused on manufacturing technology in the convic
tion - a valid conviction - that both industry and academia in the United States 
have accorded low prestige, and hence little funding or talent, to the technologi
cal problems of high-quality manufacturing processes. This is in sharp contrast to 
America's major high-technology trading competitor, Japan. 

2. Investment is a key word, intended to emphasize President Clinton's convic
tion that the United States has been suffering from inadequate attention to the 
long-term development of its scientific and technological skills and infrastruc
ture. The payoffs of almost all the programs will be long-term, thus making the 
immediate problem of committing resources in the face of budget deficits partic
ularly difficult. 

3. Those programs dealing directly with technological development focus on so
called generic or pre-competitive technology, in the generally shared conviction 
that the government is never in a good position to pick technological winners and 
losers, and would be bound to do poorly if it tried to deal directly with a market
place technology. There is ample historical evidence for this view Ce.g. the com
mitment to the development of commercial nuclear power technology, the 
Kennedy administration efforts to spur technological development in traditional 
industries, the abortive efforts to build a supersonic transport), though the line 
between pre-competitive and market-ready technology is not always as clear as 
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the distinction implies. The result, however, is that emphasis is placed on "part
nerships" and industry "leadership", rather than government choice of technolo
gies. Nevertheless, this is a substantial change in spirit, accepting clearly the 
appropriateness of government intervention in the economy. 

4. International competition is a central concern, which in tum implies that the 
programs will be particularly sensitive to trade issues such as reciprocity of 
access, effective IPR protection, and trade performance. 

5. Many of the initiatives are based on the scientific and technological co~pe
tence of the defense establishment of the United States, and represent a deSIre to 
reorient that competence toward economic objectives. The goal is la~da?le on its 
own, but also reflects political pressure from affected local and sCIentific com
munities anxious to see existing laboratories and facilities remain when the 
defense budget is reduced. 

6 The defense orientation has two Cat least) other effects: Ca) it mandates attention to 
those subjects that can be portrayed as having a military, as :-veil as comm~rcial, use, 
hence the emphasis on "dual-use" technologies; and (b) It makes poSSIble larger 
funding allocations simply because the defense budget .is so large ?,'at prograrn,~ 
measured in the tens of millions of dollars are barely notIceable, and reallocatIon 
in this way seems to be a less painful way of reducing defense budgets. 

7. The programs, even if fully funded, will be of small size in relation to the mag
nitude of the task of influencing a US$6 trillion economy. Size is by no means an 
adequate measure of significance, but it does raise the c~ncern as to whether this 
or any administration is likely to be able to secure suffiCIent resources to make a 
genuine difference in the economy. 

8. Finally, in typical United States fashion, the policy process results not i~ one or 
a few large programs, but a wide array of programs that represent many dIfferent 
views of what is needed, and that are being managed within many different gov
ernment agencies. That may be an effective way to experiment to determine what 
works; it may also be a route for scattering of scarce resources across an array of 
sub-critical efforts. Time will tell. 

Other elements affecting S&T policy 

Altered content of trade-relevant issues 

One of the direct consequences of the new appreciation of the determina~ts 
of a nation's competitive advantage in high-technology is a significant expanSIOn 
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of issues relevant to trade negotiations; no longer can trade talks be confined to 
traditional matters such as tariffs, quotas, and direct export subsidies. National 
policies and practices in areas that previously received little attention in trade 
negotiations are now directly relevant. As David Mowery and Nathan Rosenberg 
observe: "Because of their effects on trade flows, domestic subsidies for R&D, 
government procurement, intellectual property regimes, investment subsidies, 
patent policies, regional development policies, and other policies that historically 
have received little scrutiny from trade policymakers are now central to trade 
negotiations".40 Other subjects become relevant as well, such as the traditional 
relationships among business, government, scientific, and financial communities. 
In effect, the structural differences among nations become, in Laura Tyson's 
terms, a major element of trade conflict in technology-intensive industries.41 

The result has been that a set of subtle and particularly difficult issues has 
become a necessary part of international trade negotiations. New rules, agree
ments, and perhaps new kinds of relationships that reach deeply into national 
styles and cultures will be necessary to maintain a "level playing field".42 Tech
nological competitiveness has thus resulted in a trading system that now directly 
challenges national structures and styles, not just traditional trade issues. 

Basic research, competition, dangers for the universities 

It is relevant to S&T policy that in this new competitive context, basic sci
ence has become a more immediate factor in a nation's international position. 
The greater scientific content of some technologies means that basic research that 
might be related to commercially strategic fields comes closer than ever before to 
being an instrument of international competition. The result is growing pressure 
to limit the free dissemination of research results and to constrain the traditional 
openness of university laboratories where most basic research is performed in the 
United States.43 Suddenly, principles of open communication, deemed by scien
tists to be fundamental to the progress and health of science, are jeopardized by 
the perceived relatienship of science to the economic competitiveness of nations .. 

This may prove to be a divisive issue in the new administration, for the 
emphasis it is giving to the nation's competitive position in technology carries 
with it an overtone of "managed trade", and perhaps a degree of protectionism. 

40 Mowery, David C. & Rosenberg~ Nathan. Technology and the pursuit of economic growth. New 
York. Cambridge University Press, 1989. p. 277. 

41 Tyson. Op. cit., chap. 2. 

42 1)rson. Managing trade conflict. p. 6; Bergston. C. Fred & Graham, Edward M. Globalization of 
industry and national governments. Washington, D.C., Institute of International Economics, 1992. 

43 An MIT faculty study analyzed the many issues involved in foreign access to American universi
ties (Skolnikoff et al. Op. cit.). 
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President Bush was completely committed to a free trade position; President 
Clinton and Vice-president Gore argue the same, but on condition that a "level 
playing field" exists, which might be defined with regard to R&D as equal access 
to the products of research in each country.44 If it is believed that the nati?n's 
competitors, and particularly Japan, have access to the open rese:rrch at Amencan 
universities without reciprocity, there could be attempts to restnct that access or 
to retaliate in some other way. 

The issue at one level has a spurious simplicity: if research is supported by 
the State for the economic benefits it will bring, then it can be argued, and many 
do, that competitor nations or companies should not have eq.ual access ~o the 
results of the research. Since most government-supported baSIC research m the 
United States is conducted in university laboratories and in other public research 
institutions, that view implies imposing some restrictions on access by foreign 
visitors and foreign students to those universities and institutions. 

There would be several costs of taking such a step, a policy that is being 
seriously proposed by some in the United States.45 One is a result of the spread 
of quality research and scientific and technological co?,petence ,?rough?ut ~e 
world. That means that to maintain frontier research m any subject, .sclenlists 
must have access to information generated by scientists and laboratones wher
ever they may be located. Any restrictions are not only undesir~bl~, but count~r
productive; they would eventually erode the vitality of the sCI~nlific .enterpn~e 
itself which it is hoped will be the source of new knowledge for mdustnal explOi
tation. It is the quality of a nation's S&T enterprise that is the k~y to. i~s long-term 
value for the nation, and that quality can be served best by mamtammg an open 
research enterprise that is fully integrated into the worldwide scientific commu

nity. 
Moreover, it is not the timing of industry's access to new knowledge but the 

competence of a nation's industrial structure to translate the results o~ the lab~ra
tory into competitive products that is the prim~ key to th~ ~ommerclal explOita
tion of knowledge. The focus must be on improvmg the ability of mdustry to con
vert knowledge to product, rather than on damaging the sources of knowledge, a 
view that is echoed in the Clinton administration policy proposals. 

The argument is easy to make at this level of generality. In. pr~ctice, how
ever the issues become somewhat clouded because of asymmetnes m the struc
tur; of the research enterprises in different countries. In the United States, the 

44 Bradsher, Keith. Split goal on trade. New York limes, Feb. 27.1993. p. 6. 
45 Is science for sale? Transferring technology from u~iversities to foreign corp?rations. Twenty
Ei hth Report by the Committee on Government Operattons, Oct. 16, 1992. Washmgton, D,C'.l!'~' 
G;vemment Printing Office, 1992. Sen Shelby (D-Alabama) proposed on Feb. 17, 1?93 a prohl.bl
t' n the sharing of information from NSF or NIH-funded research with representattves of foreIgn 
;~;rations or their American subsidia~es b~f~re publication. He withdrew the proposal on the 
promise of hearings to be held on the subject withm two months. 
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basic research conducted in universities and public institutions constitutes the 
majority of the basic research performed in the country. It is conducted with open 
access and rapid publication of results. In Japan, however, and in some other 
countries, relatively less basic research is performed overall, with industry donti
nating the research scene and the universities playing a much less significant 
role. Japanese industry follows the practice of industry in all countries of restrict
ing the flow of information from their laboratories, so that reciprocity of access is 
difficult to realize in practice. 

The Japanese have relied heavily on the results of basic research in the Wes~ 
a dependency they have begun to correct by increasing the support for basic 
research at their universities. But given the existing situation, and Japan's success 
in high-technology trade, the apparent one-sided access of Japanese industrial 
visitors to research laboratories in the West not surprisingly arouses political 
reaction and strident calls for imposition of restrictions on access to those labora
tories. There is particular concern in those fields, such as molecular biology, in 
which the time-lag between the laboratory and commercial exploitation appears 
to be particularly short. 

The universities respond - though not as an organized group - that the 
problem is much exaggerated and is, in any case, primarily a problem of short
comings of industry rather than of ease of access to knowledge; that there is more 
actual reciprocal exchange of knowledge with Japan than the asymmetrical struc
ture of research establishments would imply; that effective transfer of technology 
is much more difficult than is assumed; and that, most importantly, the supposed 
cure (imposing restrictions)'would be much more costly to econontic competi
tiveness than the disease. Even if access to some of the more applied work at uni
versities does assist foreign industries, so the argument is made, that knowledge 
is equally available to domestic industries, and there would be no way to apply 
restrictions only on commercially-relevant research without damaging the whole 
researCh enterprise.46 

Whatever the resolution, if there is ever "resolution", of this issue of unfet
tered access to basic research at the universities, the perceived economic rele
vance of university research will certainly increase the pressure for universities to 
be more attentive to the need for economic returns to R&D, and to devise ways to 
improve the effectiveness of knowledge transfer to American industry. Not sur
prisingly, this has raised concern among scientists, who believe using economic 
objectives to determine basic research objectives is not only undesirable from the 
perspective of science, but also doomed to failure. That is, that the most likely 
econontic benefits will be achieved through the unexpected advances of knowl
edge and synergisms among fields, not by research toward specific economic 
applications, which will inevitably be limited in imagination. 

46 Skolnikoff et al. Op. cit. 
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Programs to stimulate more effective transfer of knowledge are, however, 
more acceptable at the universities, and many of the leading research institutions 
have taken advantage of the new patent arrangements to mount aggressive patent 
and licen;ing programs. Industrial liaison programs at universities are now com
mon, though those that include foreign companies as members have run into the 
criticism of transferring knowledge too readily to foreign competitors. Universi
ties have also responded to the importance of improving education and research 
in manufacturing technologies. Federal government support has helped, but 
industry itself recognizes the need and has provided considerable support for 
some programs at leading universities.47 However, the general and growing pres
sure on realizing economic benefits of research at universities will undoubtedly 
lead to policies that will challenge some of the cherished principles of operation 
American universities believe to be essential both to their independence and to 

their productivity. 
This challenge will also put into bolder relief a larger and in the l<lng run 

a potentially more dangerous issue: the possible changes in national attitudes 
and policies toward science and the universities. In the United States there is a 
growing skepticism about science and technology, with the distinct possibility 
that the "social contract" between the government and the scientific commu
nity crafted during and after World War II may now be unraveIling.48 The 
combination of the end of the Cold War which removes the security need for 
large-scale funding and the justification for merit-based allocation of research 
funds, a continuing fragmentation of national politics that erodes central 
authority, a divisive new populism that is skeptical of the role of scientists and 
of elite universities, and a growing wariness of the externalities of technology 
could result in the United States in a wholly new.approach to science that no 
longer accords it the privileged apolitical status in the policy process that it 
has enjoyed for so long. 

Many scientists are seriously worried about this situation and its likely evo
lution, though it is not yet near a crisis stage. It is most likely, however, that the 
United States wm at the least be undergoing a quite fundamental reevaluation of 
its basic science policies over the next few years, with the possibility of major 
restructuring to follow. President Clinton and Vice-president Gore appear to be 

47 The Leaders for Manufacturing Program at MIT may be the most ambitious. A joint program 
between the Schools of Management and Engineering, it is supported by 13 companies, and is train
ing some 45 students per year to be able to work in the manufacturing sectors of American industry. 
Stitt, Judith V. Leaders for Manufacturing, with a "Big M". MIT Mallagement, Fall 1992. pp. 2-30. 
48 There was no formal contract, but there was rough acceptance of the idea that government would 
provide unfettered support for science, to be divided following the nonns of the scientific community, 
in return for which benefits would be realized both for the nation's security and its economy. Bush, 
Vannevar. Science tile endless frontier: a report to the president on a program for postwar scientific 
research. Washington, D.C., NSF, 1945 (NSF 60-40) provided the underlying rationale for the rela
tionship. 
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~ully s.upportive of the traditional postwar nOrms of the government/science rela
honshlp, but the press of events, especially changes in the economic situation 
may lead them to be less sympathetic. ' 

Environment 

The incoming administration enters office with a strong electoral commit
me~t to the e~vironment. That will have several consequences, but for this 
reVIew, the major effects will be to increase environmentally-related R&D and 
no doubt to increase regulations based on the results of that research.49 ' 

. Th~ question that follows will be whether the nation's economy and its 
mternahonal competitive position will suffer from the commitment to more 
envi~onmental technology and regulation. The evidence is in dispute. Vice
preSIdent Gore and others argue not only that there is no conflict between the 
economy and the environment, but that environmental technology can be a 
"b . ~ major contn utor to economIC health. A contrary view sees environmental 

regulation as a cost to be carried by American products that foreign-made 
products are not assessed, while offering little in the way of direct technologi
cal opportunity. 

The resolution of this controversy is not certain, though it is worth observing 
that the Japanese g?vernment has n:ade a substantial commitment to the develop
ment of technologIes to meet envIronmental regulations in the apparent belief 
that t~ere ~il1 be a substantial market for such technologies.51 The Clinton 
admmlstrah?n IS now proposi~g an increase of US$272 million over four years 
for the EnVIronmental ProtectIOn Agency to support private-industry develop
ment of environmental technology.52 

A substantial proposal for greater international focus on environmental 
research made by the Carnegie Commission on Science, Technology, and Gov
e~ment n:ay hav~ a good reception in Washington and has already aroused con
s.lderabie mtern~lIonal interest. The commission proposed creating an interna
tIOnal Consultat.lve Group for Research on Environment that would sponsor a 
network of envIronmental research centers, parallel in concept to the Interna-

49 I' . 
t IS e~tI?lat~ that United States environmental regulations cost the economy approximately 

US$120 bilhon 1~ 19~1 (Repetto, Robert & Dower, Roger C. Reconciling economic and environmen
tal goals. Issues En SCience and Technology, Winter 1992193. p. 29). 

50 Ibid" pp. 28-35. A study at. MIT showed that American states with more stringent environmental 
regulatIOns we": actually ?Olng better economically than those with weaker regulations (Meyer, 
S.tephen M. ~nvlronme~tahsm and economic prosperity: testing the environmental impact hypothe
SIS. MIT PrOject on EnvIronmental POlitics and Policy, Oct. 1992), 

:~ Swinbanks, David,. Going for green technology, Nature, 350: 266-7, Mar. 28, .1991. 
Markoff, John. Chnton proposes changes in policy to aid technology. New York TImes Feb 23 

1993. p. 1. ' . • 
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tional Agricultural Research Centers.53 Such a network could be of great value 
both to industrial and developing countries in future attention to environmental 
problems. The ties between the Carnegie Commission and the new administra
tion, and the similarity of interest on this subject, make it probable the proposal 
will receive favorable attention. 

3. Implications for developing countries 

There are many implications for Third World nations that can be drawn from 
the discussions above, stemming both from the developments to be expected in 
science and technology, and from the likely direction of United States S&T poli
cies. This paper is not a suitable vehicle for laying out the policy choices devel
oping countries ought to consider, but some of the more important implications 
deserve to be highlighted. In particular, the signal importance for developing 
countries, and especially for the larger newly industrializing countries (NICs), of 
building indigenous capacity in science and technology is the one overwhelming 
implication that emerges from almost all of the r~lationships and changes dis
cussed in this paper. 

The effects of continued advances in S&T 

We saw, earlier in the discussion, a schematic exposition of the likely soci
etal effects of continued development of science and technology. Many of those 
will have important implications for developing countries, requiring the ability to 
respond to those effects and, at least as important, the ability to participate appro
priately in the international relationships that grow from them. 

I! was noted, for example, that the nature of new technologies makes neces
sary or stimulates the creation of large international technological systems. To be 
able to take part effectively in the design of the systems, which will often deter
mine who will benefit most from them, and to take a measure of operational and 
policy responsibility, will require technological knowledge and capability on the 
same order of competence as the other partiCipating nations. Knowledge will be a 
necessary prerequisite for ensuring receipt of a fair share of the benefits of the 
systems. 

Similarly, the rising importance of global issues and the increased interac
tion and integration among economies, so much of it technologically. based, mean 
that indigenous technological capability is essential in order to participate effec
tively and to the net advantage of the nation in the innumerable negotiations and 

53 Carnegie Commission on Science, Technology. and Government. International environmental 
research and assessment: proposals for better organization and decision making. New York. Carn
egie Commission. July 1992. 
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relationships that arise. Competence is necessary to understand the issues, to 
determine where the national interest lies, and to negotiate successfully with 
other nations, many of whom will have larger scientific and technological com
munities. These global issues can enhance the bargaining power of Third World 
countries (since Third World country adherence will be essential to deal with 
many of them), but the issues must be thoroughly understood to capitalize sensi
bly on that power. 

Other implications of technological change may reduce bargaining power, 
for example the growing ability to target R&D to produce technologies with spe
cific desired characteristics that will allow scientifically advanced nations to 
design around resource or other dependencies. 54 This capability cannot be pre
vented, but anticipating its consequences and moderating its impact will require 
scientific and technological knowledge necessary for development of realistic 
policy options. 

Closely related, the effects of technological change that alter factor costs of 
production may reduce the present advantages of Third World countries as sites 
for industrial production. The ability to compensate for such technological 
change. to create alternative incentives, even to determine just where the national 
interest lies, for example in judging the risks of lower environmental standards, 
similarly requires significant indigenous S&T competence. 

And, quite obviously, the increasing science dependency of new technolo
gies means that any nation hoping to be able to compete in world markets in tech
nology must develop a science base adequate to support the rapid pace of techno
logical evolution set by the technologically advanced countries. 

Other examples could be drawn, but the overall implications for Third 
World nations are simple and rather clear: 

I. The traditional comparative advantages of Third World countries in interna
tional trade are in general decreasing. That is, with the exception of fossil fuels, 
industrialized countries are less dependent on the resources or formerly favorable 
factors of production of those countries. (This, of course, says nothing directly 
about the markets those countries provide now or potentially.) Thus, the bargain
ing power of developing countries that is based on traditional comparative advan
tage is deteriorating. 

2. The other side of that coin is that the growth of global-scale technologies and 
problems does serve to enhance the bargaining power of developing nations, 

54 Fossil fuel dependencies are the major exception, but only because of the scale of the energy indus· 
try and its fundamental nature for all economies. However, the potential is there to eventually reduce 
fossil fuel requirements through development of alternatives and improved efficiency; the time scale 
will be much longer. however, than for other resource dependencies. 
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especially the NICs and large, populous States whose participation is essential 
for dealing with the technologies or the problems. 

3. Finally, and overwhelmingly, a competent indigenous capacity in science and 
technology is essential in order to participate in modern international technolo
gies, to be able to negotiate effectively on increasingly complex international 
issues, to take advantage of enhanced bargaining leverage or to offset declining 
leverage, and to be competitive in high-technology trade. 

These lessons may be simple to state, but, of course, achieving that compe
tence in indigenous science and technology is not a simple matter. 

Effects offllture United States policies 

The changes in United States S&T policies introduced during the Bush 
administration and the far-reaching proposals of the Clinton administration will 
necessarily have repercussions on developing countries; some of the more impor
tant effects that are relevant to S&T may come from other policy areas, however. 

For example, one change in direction already accomplished by the new 
administration is the modification of United States policy toward international 
population planning programs. The former ban on United States contributions to 
international programs that include abortion counseling has been lifted by Execu
tive Order of the president. This will certainly signal a more aggressive United 
States popUlation policy in general, with a return to the policy stance of the 
Carter administration on this subject. 

A more positive policy toward multilateral institutions can also be expected, 
with the needs and issues of those institutions put higher on the foreign policy 
agenda, especially for those involved in global-scale issues. The preliminary bud
get revisions pledged to make the United States "current in its legal obligations to 
multilateral institutions". However, it is not at all likely that greater interest will 
be accompanied by large increases in funds, either for the organizations or for 
their regulatory and technical assistance efforts. The scale of the American bud
get deficit, the problems of the domestic economy, and the inward-looking preoc
cupation of the American public preclude large increases in resources for foreign 
activities. If there is an exception, it will be for international security functions of 
multilateral organizations, which will take precedence over technical assistance 
or environmental roles; immediate security needs always crowd out longer-range 
goals with lower political visibility. 

There may also be a move to review and change the basic foreign aid legis
lation, which has remained essentially the same since the Agency for Interna
tional Development (AID) was created in the Kennedy administration. In fact, 
funding for AID has been "cut pending reorganization of that agency". If that is 
carried out, science and technology will probably be accorded a larger place in 
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the new structure, but there is little reason to expect a fundamental change along 
the lines of the proposed Institute for Scientific and Technological Cooperation 
(ISTC) that almost came into being under President Carter.55 A recent report of 
the Carnegie Commission on Science, Technology, and Government called for a 
thorough revamping of the United States policy process for foreign aid, greater 
attention to United States private and public sector capabilities in S&T in efforts 
to assist development, and a general approach of creating partnerships (domesti
cally and internationally) in aid of development.56 It is too early to forecast what 
impact this report will have, but the subject is not likely to be accorded high pri
ority in the Clinton administration. 

It is also possible that the sheer scale of United States interactions with other 
countries and the concomitant difficulty in coordinating those activities through 
the Department of State or the White House will result in greater independence in 
the international operations of each government department. That is, there may 
be greater acceptance in the executive and legislative branches of the limitations 
and costs of coordination, and appreciation of the advantages of allowing the 
expertise of technical ministries to h~ve more flexibility in their international 
activities. That is not the current teljllency in the American policy process; in 
fact, there is more interest in tight cqordination than decentralization of policy, 
but pressures of scale and need may force eventual movement in the direction of 
decentralization. 

Large increases in direct resources for foreign aid are not at all likely for 
many years into the future, except in the most unlikely event that the United 
States was forced to such a move by a global issue that threatened catastrophe. 
The pressure of domestic economic problems and the continuing unpopularity of 
foreign aid in the American public, make substantial resource increases out of the 
question. 

What may be possible, however, is the gradual development of alternative 
routes for the transfer of resources from North to South in the context of global 
problems. For example, funds for improving the efficiency of use of fossil fuels 
in order to reduce CO2 emissions might be authorized to be spent by the appro
priate government agency wherever they are most cost-effective. With that 
authorization, funds would more likely be actually spent outside the United 
States, not in the context of foreign aid, but to serve an environmental goal. 
Tradeable emission permits would also have that resource transfer characteristic 
that would bypass traditional foreign aid bureaucracies. The interest of the new 

55 Agency for International Development. FY 1981 Congressional Presentatio~. Institute for ~cien
tific and Technological Cooperation. (Submitted as Annex IX of the Congressional Presentation of 
AID. 1980.) 

S6 Carnegie Commission on Science, Technology, and Government. Partnerships for global develop
ment: the clearing horizon. New York. Carnegie Corporation, 1992. 
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administration in global environmental issues makes this development more 
likely in the next few years than would otherwise be the case. 

With regard to the impact on developing countries of S&T policies them
selves, the most significant effect of the increased focus on economic competi~ 
tiveness is likely to be felt in a more aggressive trade stance. As noted, President 
Clinton has endorsed a free trade position, but it was accompanied by an insis
tence on reciprocity with regard to markets and on effective IPR protection. The 
United States has had many disputes with Third World countries about access to 
markets and IPR and those are likely to continue, perhaps grow. In general, poli
cies with serious protectionist overtones are much more likely in the new admin
istration than in the preceding Bush and Reagan years. Much of that new asser
tiveness will be directed at Japan and, to a lesser extent, Europe, but some will 
certainly affect developing countries. 

This will be particularly so for those countries, like Brazil, that are striving 
to industrialize rapidly, and in the process may be following policies to which the 
United States objects, such as infant industry protection, large subsidies for spe
cific industries, or demanding policies on intellectual property rights. Given the 
deeper determinants of competitive advantage today, the United States stance in 
international trade negotiations may prove to be both tougher and more con
cerned with "domestic" issues not previously a part ofthose negotiations. 

There seem to be few other direct implications of United States S&T policies for 
developing countries, other than the general appreciation that if the policies are suc
cessful, the United States will be a more formidable technology competitor in the 
future, making it harder for newer entrants to compete. On the other hand, a more 
prosperous United States will be a more valuable trading partoer, offering markets for 
developing country exports and an easier attitude on transfer of resources. 

Successful policies in the education and training area could also have the 
effect of reducing the current need for foreign scientists and engineers to staff 
American universities and industry, thus possibly reducing the so-called "brain 
drain".57 This cannot confidently be predicted, however, for the success of the 
education policies may be harder to achieve than any other aspect of the policy 
package, and in any case a thriving technological economy would be likely to 
attract even more students from abroad who elect to stay in the United States 

Implications of Nafta and possible follow-ons 

The S&T policy implications of Nafta and its possible later extensions fol
low from much of what has been covered above. The essential point is that what-

57 National Academy of Engineering. Foreign and foreign-born engineers in the U.S. Washington, 
NAS, 1988. p. 3. National Research Council. Summary Report 1989; doctorate recipients from U.S. 
universities. Washington, NAS. 1990. p. 46. 
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ever benefits the agreement may accord to the developing countries of the West
ern Hemisphere that stem from increased low-cost and low-skill labor opportuni
ties are likely to lie fairly short-lived. Technological trends will gradually make 
those advantages less important, at least in high-technology production, as tech
nological advance alters factors of production in favor of the more advanced 
industrial nations. 

Similarly, apparent possibilities for creating pollution havens in poorer 
countries will also not last for long, as increased R&D on environmental matters 
and increased attention to environmental issues in the new administration will 
likely reduce the need or the incentive for relocating production from the United 
States. In any case, Nafta will probably not be approved by the new administra
tion without parallel agreements on limiting the creation of environmental ref
uges. 

Finally, the effort of the United States to improve its technological competi
tiveness against nations in Europe and the Far East, will unavoidably also put 
pressure on those aspiring nations in the Hemisphere that are trying to develop 
their own competitive skilled industries. It is clear. again, what a premium there 
is on the ability of the less-developed nations of the Hemisphere to build their 
inqigenous competence in S&T as fast as they sensibly can do so. 

4. Conclusion 

The science and technology policies of the United States are clearly entering 
a new phase, not only because of the change in administration, but also because 
of the manifold changes in both domestic and international affairs, and because 
of developments in science and technology themselves. Economic issues have 
come to dominate the agenda, and that is reflected in substantial new attitudes 
toward the roles of S&T, with a host of new programs already underway that are 
likely to be substantially expanded and added to by the new president. The gen
eral thrust is likely to increase the role of the federal government in creating the 
necessary conditions for economic innovation. The intent is to develop partner
ships with industry, though the extent of intervention by the government and the 
reliance on industrial leadership will be determined only as the policies are legis
lated and implemented. 

Whether the S&T policies will be successful or not in improving the nation's 
competitive position is obviously not certain, but the extent of the changes pro
posed, and the new spirit in evidence, gives ground for optimism. In any case, the 
policies are likely to make the United States a more formidable trading partner 
against all but the most effective economies, which may mean only Japan for 
now, and thus a challenge to Third World countries aspiring to improve their 
technological position. The policies will undoubtedly also create some problems 
within the United States, especially with relation to the support for fundamental 
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science, and carry the danger of introducing protectionist strains in areas previ
ously immune, for example, in university-based research. 

With regard to developing countries, the single most important S&T-related 
need is to build indigenous capacity in science and technology that will allow 
them to participate adequately in the host of new technological, competitive, and 
environmental issues they will have to face in the near future. Some help for this 
may be provided by the industrialized countries, but the political environment, 
especially in the United States, remains unreceptive to devoting substantial 
increased resources in that direction. The need for developing country coopera
tion in international technological systems and on emerging global-scale environ
mental problems, however, may increase the bargaining power of those coun
tries, forcing expanded movement of resources over time from the countries of 
the. North to those of the South. 

Overall, it can be said that the world is entering a new era in science and 
technology policy, as it confronts a host of new problems in almost every sphere 
of social and political affairs. The developments in the United States will not be 
unique, but the size of the United States economy will magnify the international 
impact of whatever changes that nation makes. The beginning of a new adminis
tration at this time with new ideas is appropriate; the results are far from assured, 
but the energy that has been shown and the initiatives proposed make the future 
brighter than it has been. 
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